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Quick on the draw for Christm s
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Works on Paper (1982-86)
By Paul Boston
Deutscher Gallery, Gertrude St, Fitzroy,
until December 23
Reviewed by Ronald Mlliar

HIS is the time when com
mercial galleries slip into
gift-mode. Smaller work,
prints and drawings, little gems
for the stocking.
So it's a surprise to find that the
quality of several drawing-and
print shows is unseasonably high.
Paul Boston (Deutscher Gallery)
has left his run late in the year for
a full one-man exhibition, but his
works on paper (1982-86) are
thoughtful, mature, with an
obsessive intensity about their
sign language. Each has its own
enclosed life, its own system of
hieroglyphs.
These are diagrammatic and
occasionally cryptic; they bustle
around like the solid bits in a bowl
of alphabet soup. Boston fills
whole heads with them, permit
ting them entry to some schema
tic skull, encouraging them to
occupy the brain for a while, then
allowing them to drift off into
space to engage someone else's
head.
It's a process of pictorial
thought-transference, a way of
suggesting that, verbal com
munication being sometimes diffi
cult to establish, visual form may

Paul Boston's Head with Lamps
provide its own intellectual
means of exchange. Boston's
shorthand signs always remind
me of Klee's last picture, a still
life, where similar signs lie scat
tered on a table to resemble the
discarded flowers of Klee's last
thoughts.
Boston's symbols serve a quite
different purpose, of course; but
this is not the only hint of Klee's
example in Boston's work. Bos
ton's bricked-up heads, torsos
within torsos, tumbling spheres
and other enclosures have many
associations with dreams and
dark imaginings, sun and clouds
and stars, ships and waves and
landscapes. All of this supports
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the idea that, as with Klee's work,
meanings may proliferate, once
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terms, thoughts with lines around
them. I prefer those works that
place the symbols in deep space
(Head With Closed Eyes), those
that seem to have secret echoes
(Torso), or those that explore the
not-quite-random connections
with (and barriers to) thought
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patterns in a more subtle way
(Wall, 1983). These are contempla
tive drawings, somewhat dis
placed in the calendar. Many have
a rather carefully-assembled look,
lacking that inspired liveliness
you get in some Jim Paterson
draWings, for example.
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